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Abs tract

In the paper we describe how Lucid can be extended to allow

user-defined funct'ions and scope conventions, i.e. conventions for l'imit-

ing the range or scope of the validity of definitjons. The new constructs

added (they are called clauses) are sim'ilar in form to the blocks and

procedure declarations of A1go1-like languages, but are nevertheless

strictly non-imperative, because a clause is actual'ly a compound assertion,

i.e. an assertion fOnned,dS d program is, by combining a collection of

asserti ons .

Each type of clause (there are four) has a straightforward

mathematical semantics together with its own characteristic "manipulation

rules" for genera'l program massage. In addition, the informal operational

view of (some) Luc'id programs (described in a prev'ious paper) can be

extended to give an (incomp'lete) operational understanding of the effect

of the clauses. In this framework a "compute" clause defines a block; a

"mapping clause" defines a conventional (pointwise) function; a "produce"

clause defjnes a block with persistent memory (an anonymous 'process'or

'actor'); and a "function" clause defines a genera'l kind of coroutjne.



ugRqrygrygr.
Lucidisanonproceduralordenotativelanguage;a

Lucid program is an assertion or set of assertions defining

itsoutput,ratherthanasetofcommandswhichsomemachine

must obey in order to produce the output' Lucid j s by no

means the first such language; the distinction between

j-mperative ,na aenotative ranguages, and the advantages of

thelatter,havebeenwellunderstooclforatleastadozen
years (see t,andin t,,t ])' up until now' however' denotative

languageshavebeenalmostuniversalllzregardedaSelegant

curiosit-ies,theplaythingsofacademics'unfitfor"real"
programming. The Lucid project is an attempt to demonstrate

that this view is unwarranted, that denotative progranning

canbepractical'andthatinSomerespectsitneednotbeSo

radicallydifferentfromconventional'.wellstructured',
programming.

ThefirstversionoftheLucidlanguage,(asdescrib-

edin[&],andhenceforthreferredtoaS''BasicLucid'.)

refutecl some of these objection by showing that a "we11-

structured,,formofiterationcanbeexpresseclverynaturally

i-nadenotativeframework'Butevenmore'w€shcwedthatit

isindeedpossiblefordenotativeprogramstohaveoperational

interpretations.Theopera.l-ionalsemanticsforBasicLucid
(actually for a subset ther:eof) can be used informally as a

ouicletotheprogrammer'butitcanalsobenadeprecise'atrd



used. as the basis of an implementation, for example a

compiler.

Of course, a programming language needs much more

than a facility for iteration if it is to be practical, and

in particular it needs facilities which allow progranmers to

restrict the scope of variables, and to define their own

functj-ons. In this paper we present an extension of Basic

Lucicl which has these fcatures. The new constructs added

(they are called clauses) are similar in form to the blocks

and procedure declarations of AIgol-like languages, but are

nevertheless strj-ctIy non-imperative, because a cIauSe is

actually a compound assertion, i.e. an assertion formedr ds a

progranl is, by combining a collection of assertions.

Each type of clause (ther:e are four) has a straight-

forward mathernatical semantics together with its own

characteristic "manipulation rules" for general program

massage. in addition, the informal operational view of (some)

Lucid programs (described in te-]) can be extended to give an

(incomplete) operational understanding of the effect of the

clauses. In this framework a "C6mpute" clause defineS a

block; a "mapping clause" defines a conventional (pointwise)

function; a "procluce" clause defines a blcck rvi'-h persistent

mclnory (or an lncnymous rprggess' Or tacLor') ; ancl a "fqnction"

cl-ause defines a sort of procedure with own variables (or a

qencral kind of coroutine).

Thc t-rcatment of t.hese corlstructs naturally divides
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itself ini-o two aspects, the form.rl and the inf orntal, and this

time we prescnt both in the samc Paper. In the first part of

t,he paper we introduce these new constructs, and informally

dcscribe their semanl-ics, and indicate, through several examples,

t-heir use in programs. fn the second, formal part of the paper

wc give the formal system and its semantics somewhat more

precisely ancl present the manipulation rules for the clauses.

These last are rules of inference, justified by the formal

scm.rntics, which allow us to transform programs or assertions

which use clauses. We alsO show how these rules can be used

to settle quest-ions of calling conventions and varj.able bind-

ing for defined functions.

CI,AUSES

Lucid has "constructs" for structuring programs

analogous to the block, while-1oops and procedure declarations

of Algol-like imperative languages. These constructs are

called clauses. Clauses are used in programs to define data'

function or mapping variables, but, in the more general frame-

work of the formal theo::y, a clause is a 'compound' assertion,

i.e. an assertion buitt up by combining a collection of

assertions.

Produce clauses

The simplest type of clause j-s the prodr:ce clagse.

A produce clause is used to limit the scope of certain

variables so that the same variable can be used in different

pfaces with clifferent meanings. A produce clause has the form

p_reqg- <ciata term > using <variable list>

end

<set of assertions>



Her:e is a simple example

produce root using ArB,C

D = 82 4.A.c

output = (-e + '6)/(2.A)
end

The < data term > at the head of the clause is the

subject of the clause, the <variable list> is the global

lis!, and the <set of assertions> is the body of the

clause.

The variables occurring in the globa1 list are the

global variables of the clause. The special variable "output"
(which niust not appear on the global list) and any other

variable not on the globaI list, but occurring free in an

assertion in the body of the clause, is called a local

variable. AIl other variables are unused bv the clause.

Semantically, a produce clause is an assertion about the

subject and the globals* of the clause. Inside the clause'the

special local- data variable "output" refers to the subject.

The clause, considered as an assertion, is true iff there are

values for the loca1 variables which make all the assertions

in the body true when "output" has the value of the subject

term.

In the example given, ttA", t'Btt and rrcrr are the

global variables and "output" and rtDrr are the local variables.

* l'{oro r)rocis€'lv- if is an assertion about the values of theJ9Lf ,

subject and globals.
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If this clause occurs in a progran, the def inition of rrDrl

in the clause is not valid outside it, although the definitions
of "A" , ,B rr and lrCrr are available inside the clause.

A produce clause is used in a program as a pseudo-

equatj-on defining its subject. When used this wdy, the body

of the clause must (as in the example) be a subprogram, i.e.
a set of equations and clauses defining output and other

local variables in terms of each other and the globals (for

mole details see the next section). In particular, local
variables can in turn be defined by other produces, i.e.
produce clause can be nested, BS in the following example

-progggg (X,Y) using aI,u2,bI,b2,c.-,"2

det = d, .b. - a^.b,
IZZI-

produce rootl using bL,b2,cI,c2rdet

g = "I ib2 "2 'bl
output = g/det

end

produce root-2 using uI,u2,ci,c2rdet

g = .1..2 u2'"I

output = g/deL

end

output = (rootl,root2)

end.

This progran solves the simult-aneous equations

alx+bI)'="I

a"x*b"y="2

Although the definition of "det" is not valid outside the

main pro<1uce clause, it is valid in the two inner clauses'

ilcc..tLr:,;c ".ieL" j s on tl're q1obal list of each clause.



The mean'ing of a produce clause is independent of

the chojce of local variables. For example, we could have

used "e" instead of "g"'in one or both of the jnner clauses'

The definition of the mean'ing of a produce clause

given above works (makes sense) even when the body is not a

subprogram" This is very important because it allows us to

continue the Lucid practice of freely mix'ing program text

with assertions in the course of verifying a progrqm'

Function clauses

Function clauses are compound assertions about

functjon variables, and are used in programs to define

f unct'ions .

A function clause js of the form

function <function term> ('data variable list>)

usir'S <variable list>

<set of assertions>

end

Here js a typica'l functiufl clause taken

program:

function Root(A,B'C)
/̂D - B. - 4.A.C

output = (-B * 6)t (2.A)

eno

Thefunct'ionterm('inth'iscase,"Root")isca11ed

the _@! of the clause, and the data variables enclosed in

parentheses are called the formal parameters. The globa1



variables are those in the global list (which in this case is

empty, and the word "ggi.tg." is dropped) and the locals are

those occurring free in the body which are neither globals

nol: formal parameters. Formal parameters must all be dis-

tirrct, and may not occur in the gl.obal list.

function clause is an assertion about the subject

and the globals. It asserts that , for all values of the

formal parameters, there exist values of the local variables

which rnake every assertion in the body of the clause true

when "output" has the value of the subject appli-ed to the

formal parameters values.

When used in a_progr:am, a function clause is a

def inition of its subject, which rnust simply be a fr:nction

variable, and the body of the clause must be a subprogram

consisting of definitions of the locals.

A function(or mapping)variabl-e can, like a data

variable, appear on the global list of a clause, and thus a

function(or mapping) definition appearing outside the clause

can be valid insiCe. In particular, a function variable can

appear on the global list of its own definition; this allows

r:ecursive f unction def initions. IIere is the f actorial

funci-ioni':

A definition of which, by larv, must appear in any paper in
which recursive functions are discussed.



function f (n) using F

output=ifn<I Lhen 1

else n.F (n-1)

end

Both Lhese constructs are quite general and do not

involve any of the functions j-n Lucid. They cotrld be added

to any assertional language to give facilities for restricting

the scope of variables, and for def j n:-ng functions.

Lucid has, in addition, two s;pecial versions of

produce and function clauses, which aIlow the definition of

subcomputatj-ons. They achieve this by implicitly applying

Jelggt to the global variabi rs ana !-;ugg€-l to the result

(see ta]). These analogs of the produce and function clauses

are the comp.ute and mapping clauses respectively. In form

they are identical to their analo';;o except that the word

"compute" replaces the word "produce", the word "mapping"

replaces the word "function" and the subject of a mapping

clause is a mapping expression. The terms "subject", "global",

"local", "formal pararnetert' etC. are defined as for produCe

and funct-ion clauses. These clauses are used in proqrams to

clefine their subjects, which in the case of a mapping clause

must simply be a mapping variable. when used in a program,

the body of compute or mapping clause must be a subprogram

defining not the variable "output" but the special variable



"result", which is synonymous with "Jegqg! output". Since

the .'Latest value of anything is quiescent (see t 3 ]l ,"result "

must be defined to be quiescent,€.g., by an expression of the

forn X gS€ P

Semantically, these clauses, Iike their analogs,

are assertions about their subjects and their globals- A

compute clause is true iff there exist values for the' local

variables which make all the assertions in the body true when

eacl-r global has its latest value and "result". has the latest

value of the subject. A mapping clause is true iff for a1I

values for the formal parameters there exj-st values for the

loca1 variables which make every assertion in the body true

when every global and formal par:ameter has its latest value

and "resu1t" has the latest value of the subject applied to

the latest values of the formal pararneters.

4n Operational View

The mathematical semantics of clauses is simple and

precise, even when stated formally, and is used to justify

the rules of inference for reasoning about programs and to

prove implementations correct. However, it is not the best

grricle for writing and understanding programs, because there

is no notion of computations taking place

"happening" at all. We therefore present

or

an

of anything

alternative,

In thj-s paper rve will. abbreviate g€, ggg,O gg by gge and
lelLsrgsrl ]x bv .fQx..
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operational view of the semantics of clauses in programs'

which extends the operational view of Basic Lucjd programs in

terms of 1oops, described i n t7l. This operat'iona'l view 'is

informal and is derived from the more basic mathematical

semanti cs .

0f the four types of Lucjd clauses, the s'implest

operationa'l1y (or at least the most conventional) is the

compute clause. In a program, it is l'ike an A1go1 block 'in

that its subject js defined to be the result of a subcomputa-

tion carried out in a s'ing1e step of the enclosing iteration'

during which time the globals are consjdered to be 'frozen'.

If the body of the clause has inductively defined vapiables,

the subcomputation can be thou,.,i'tt of' as an iteratjon. For

example, the following program statement

compute 'l 
og'l 0X us i ng X

T
I

P

ffC:t (A , B, I ogA, 1 ogB )

compute C using A,B

fiJ5J R = A.B/2

^0C$R =(R+A'B/R)/Z

result = R l5o |n'o - n2; < .ooool

end

logC = (1ogA +1ogB)/?

I€&(A,B,1ogA,1ogB) = if

= 0 fby i+l

= I fbY P'l t,

= (P,.0€& P,1,.0e.6! I) egg 0eIg P ''X

X < C then (A,C,1ogA,1ogC)

else (C,B,1ogC,1ogB)

resul t
end

= logc oto lA - al . .ooool
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has a compute clause which defines each value of c to be

(an approximation to) the corresponding value of /A'B This

inner compute clause can be considered to be a nested loop

which is run through completely on each step of the enclosing

iteration. The compute clause replaces the Basic Lucid

'begin-end' construct.

The other clause with a fairly conventional opera-

tional interpretation is the mapping clause. In a program, a

mapping clause defines a function guaranteed to be pointwise

in its arguments and globals, i.e. a function vrhose value at

a given point in time depends only on the value of its argu-

ments and globals at that time. It does this because it

freezes its parameters as well as its globals. Here, for

example, is a definiLion of a mapping variable "trans"

mappinq trans(L) using transrdict

result = if null (L) then NIL else

if I atom(L) then

cons (trans (car (L) ) ,trans (cdr (L) ) )

else L'

D = dict €bY cdr(D)

E = car (D)

entry = E .Q,gQ car: (ll) eq L v null (E)

Lr = if null(entrY) then L

else cdr (entrY)

end
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which, when applied to the S-expression L returns the S-

expression formed by replacing each atom by a corresponcling

S-expression, the correspondence being given by the pairlist
i'-;. Because the defi.nition of "trans" is recursive the

functj-orr variable "trans" must appear on the global-list.
Terms involving mappings can be thought of. as giving

rise to Algol-like "mapping calls'r, where the parameter-passing

mechanism is "call by need", as will be shown when we consider

the manipulation rules for clauses.

The two t)'pes of clauses defirred give the programrner

roughly the facilities of Algol's blocks and procedures, with

certain restrictions on si-dc effects. One of the reasons that

these two clauses have a fa:-i:l.y conventional operational

interpretation is that that in addition to restricting the

scope of definition, they also freeze their globals and

parameters so that they can be t-hought of as describing self-

contained subcomputations. The produce and function cl,auses

do not use this freezing effec'L and therefore their opera-

tional interpretation is completely different, because inner

computati-ons can interact with those of the enclosing

iteration.

OperatiorraJ-1y, the difference between ^- compute and

a produce is that a produce clause must be considered either

as an ongoing process which continuously produces values of
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its subject; ot t alternativelyr ds a block of code which is

repeatedly executed but with persistent internal memory in

the form of inductively defined local variables.

Fbr examPle, the following clause

produce Y using X

N =lflXN+l
r =.$i{F-!X€.bJr+g96gx
outPuL = T,/N

9ng

defines the values of rtYrr to be the "running averages" of

the values of rrxrt up to that time, e.9. the third value of
*Yrr is the average of the first three values of "X". The

local varj"abl-e "T", for examPle, keeps a running total of

the values of rrxrt . We must imagine either that the

iterations of the body of the clause are running in parallel

but in step with those of the enclosing iteration, ot r alter-

natively, that the clause body is executed once on each step

of the enclosing iteration, but the values of the local

variabl.es rtl rr and "T " are remembered between executions of

the clause bodv.

r'rrn.t]-on clauses can be thought of as templates for

processes, with each textual occurrence of a function call

corresponding Lo the process which is the appropriate

instance of the template. These processes must, Iike those

definecl by produce clauses, be thought of as operating in

paraIIeI, but synchronized with the enclosing iteration, and
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as updating internal variables even if, on some steps of the

enclosing iteration, the output values are not required.

Alternatively, the function body can be thought of as a

q:r1y.,rsn1ional Algol-Iike procedure body which is caIled and

returns a result, provided in addition that (i) the inductive-

Iy def.irrecl loca1 variables are thought of as own variables

whose values are remembered between one call and the next;

(ii) different textual occurrences have separate copies of

these variables; and (iii) the procedure is called on eacl:

step of the iteration containing the function call, even when

the value j-s not needed, for "housekeeping purposesrr, namely

to keep the orvn variables ilp to date.

For example, the f I -1 lowing piece of program

N-1€byN+1

function Avg (X)

r = 1{py r*-i"

r = gifg!" >r €AX, r + gg[g x

output = T/I

encl

Y - Avg(N).Avg(N2) gge N eq 5

defines Y to be 33, the average of the first five positive '

integers times the ave':age of t-he f j-rst f ive squares.

I{hether lve interpret this program in terms of processes or in

terms of procedures with ow,: variables the formal semantics

requires first of aII that the two occurrences of "Avg" make

use of scp.lrate copies of trJrr and "T", and secondly that the
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values of thcse variables be kepl- up to date even though no

actual averages need be cornputed until the fiflh step of the

main iteration.
The operational view just described can be extended

to cover recursive functions, but we must imagine that each

recur:sive call sets up a new process' or generates new copies

of the own varj-ab1es. Some existing coroutine languages are

capable of Lhis, for example that of Kahn and McQueen t + ].

The following are more subtle examples, using

recursive functions. The examples are programs for computing

with infinite formal power series vrith real coefficients. We

consider a Lucicl history P aS representing the formal power

series p whose coefficients are the successive values of
23

P i for example, if p is the power series 1 + x + x x
7T * 3! '

for ** , then the value of P at time t - 3 is L/6 -

Now suppose that the functions "Prod" and "Div" are

defined as follows:

f unction Prod (A'B)

A0 = 5i€+9 A

B0 = €lfgg B

output = A0.80 {bY, (A0'gg{! B + B0'gg{g A +

(0 LW Prod (ne5g A,A€;1! B) ) )

end

f unction Div (ArB)

o = first(A/B)
J @

AI = [ q.B

output = q €QX oiv(gg5! AI,B)

end
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If A and B represent poiver series a and b

respectively, then Prod (A,B) and Div (A,B) represent power

series a.b and a/b respectively.

If we want to understand these programs operational-

ly (and this is not necessa::ily a good idea) we must imagine

that during execution more and more new activations of Prod

or Div are produceJ. Of course, no Algol procedure, even

with own variables, is capable of imitating such behaviour.

FORI\TAL TREATM]]NT OF CLAUStrS

We no\^/ present a more precise treatment of Lucid

considered as a formal systi:rn. We define the formal language

of asser:tions and a special subclass, the class of legal

programs, and we outline the formal semantics of assertions.

We then consider questions of f-ree and bound occurrences of

variables, the substitution of l"erms for variables and so on,

and present some important ru-1"*s of inference which can" be

derived f rom the formal semani-ics.

Our emphasis will be on rules of inference, but not

so much from the point of view of verifying programs as fron

the point of view of analyzing and manipulat.ing them. In

fact, the manipulation rules can be usedrat least informally'

to convey the meaning of Lucid's new constructs, and in

particular to settle questions of 'calling conventj-ons I and

variable bincling in regarcl to the evaluation of functions.
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The Formal Lanquage

The main extension to the for:mal language jtself (i.e.

the set of well formed terms and assertions) are (i) the

addition of clausesr (ii) the addition of mapping and function

variables and terms; (iii) the addition of tupling. By an

assertion tfe will- mean something that is either a term or a

clause

clauses can be formalized using standard methods of

abstract synLax, €.9. as in Landin t 1 -l .

our mapping and function variables are used much as

in first order logic. Technically speaking, they should be

typed to inclicate the number of arguments, but in practice

we will omit any indication of type. Function and mappj-ng

ter:ms are also typed and. can appear: anywhere a corresponding

function or mapping variable could be used except in a global

Iist. There are no higher order operations (operations which

take functions or mappings as arguments) except for the

polymorphic "!+Ue,€,€" which can be applied to any term and

yields a term of the same type. (Thus a mapping or function

term must consist of a function or mapping variable with zero

or more "l+t-gsj" ' s aPPIied. )

The addition of tupling means that for each positive

n we have in our language an n-ary tupling operation, and

for each such n and each j less than n a pr:ojcction

operation pj which selccts the j-th component of a tuple of
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length n Only data ternts (i. e . not

terms) rnay be tupled, the result being

use the bracket and conura notation for

the tupling operations explicitly.

mapping or function

a data term. i{e will

tupling, and not use

Inls ryLe_:.r! ren e

As far as the semantics is concerned, the main changes

are th.it- we must allow tuples and a1so give meani-ng to mappings

and functions.

If S is a standard structure (see tgLl we first

cl-ose S out under tupling by taking the initial solution D

of t-hc dorirairr cquation
@

np:-s+ tlD--
n=1

The operations on D (other than equality and if-then-else)

are extended to D by defining r-heir results to be r when-

ever any of their arguments are i-uples (there are therefore

no coercions). Equality, if-t::en-eIse and the tuple

constructors and projectors aie interpreted in the obvious

way (if-then-el-se yields r unless jts first argument is a

Boolean and not a tuple).

Tire domain D plays the role previously played by

Data variablcs and tcrr,rs denotc elerneuts of Ccnnp(D) |5

i.e

of

of

. streams of objects which are possibly tuples of elements

S . N-ary mapping variables atrd terms denote elements
n

Conrp(D" -, D) , i.c. streams of functions from Dn to D
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hl-ary function var:iables ancl tern-rs dcnote elements of

Comp(D)n - Comp(D) , i.e. functions from strearns to streams

(which do not change with time).

Application of function terms Lo argument lists is

interpreted in the usual wd! I but in applying a mapping term

to its arguments we first take the values of the mapping and

of the arguments at the point of time in questiou. For

example, suppose that the 3-ary mapping term M denotes the

element m of ComP(n3 + D) ancl that ciata terms A, B and

C denote elements a, b and c of Comp(D) ' Then

M (A,8, C) denotes that element of Comp (D) which at t ime T

has the value ^E(.E,bE,cE) 
. In other words, mapping

appl-ication is the pointwise extension of ordinary functj'on

application over D

The function ,,lsgg€€" when applied to data or mapping

terms is interpreted as described in f3l, and when applied

to function terms is interpreted as the identj-ty operation

(because functions do noL change with time) . Function terms

(other than variables) are therefore in fact superflouous

but are included fo:: the sake of uniformity'

All other operations (they are data operations) are

interpreted as in [3], so that, for example, the tupling

operations over Comp(D) are interpreted as the pointwise

extensions of the tupling operations over D

FoIlowinq these outlines, it j-s straightf orrvard to
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t.- |deirne l" | 1 ' the value associated with term E by the

i nf r.roretation 1 lf E is a data term, IE | " 
is in

Ill!!-rt/!e 'I

cornp(D) , if it is an n-ary function term it is in

Con^{ii)n -l. Comp(D) and if it is an n-ary mapping term it is

in Comp (on -' D)

Sati s fac bion

we can now say exactly what it means for an inter-

pret-ation I to satisfy an assertion A ( in symbols, what it

means for F a to be true). Our: definition merely makes
7L

nrrrcise the informal clescription of the semantics of clauses

given in part l.
.supposetlratSil-.Comp(D),lisanS-inter-

pretation and that A is an assertion '

If A is in fact a term, then I a if f lAlt is'I ' 'r
T, ((T')- is true for aII i ruN.)

IL

global, G0, Gl | . .., Gn-l , ihen f a iff there exists an

S-interpretation It such that
/i\ tc \ = (G_).r for any m less than n ;\4, ,"m, It m L

/; ; \ a,r+nrrl_ lP I\aU (JuLIJuLJr l"l1 '

(iii) + c for every assertion c in the body of A

If A is a compute clause with subject E and

globals G0, Gl, Gn-l , then I a iff there exists an

S-interprel-ation It such that

fi) (c )- = llatest G L for any m less than n i\r, ."m, 1| t,ti/wi:^tit -m'I
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(fi) outputl, = lnll i

(iii) H c for every assertion c in the body of A
I
If A is a functjon clause whose subject is F ,

formal parameters are V0, Vl, ..., Uf-t and globals are

G0, Gl, Gn-I then h " 
iff for any seguence

v0, vI, ..., tk-I of the universe of S there exists an

S-interpretation It such that

(i) (Vi) I, = vi for any i less than k ;

(ii) (G*) 1, = (Gm) 1 for any m less than n ';

(iii) out:putJr = lrll(r0,tl ,...,tL-t)
(iv) t, c for every c in A

Finally, if A is a mapping clause with subject M 
'

formal parameters V0, VI, . . . I V*-l and globals

G0, Gl-, ..., G.r-1 , then h A iff for any sequence

V0, Vl, . . . , Vm_l of elements frOm the unit'erse of s there

exists an S-interpretation I' such that

(i) (vi)I, = l+Le€'€s(vi) for o < i < m

(ii) (Gj)1'=lf.C€ee€"jlt foranv j ressthan ni

(iii) (outputr,)E= tlull)g((vO)., (vt)E' ..., (v^-t)g)

forall €.^JN
(iv) b c for every assertion c in t.he body of A

I

If I is a set of assertions and A is an assertion,

as usual F f is true iff I e for all B in f and
II

r b a is true iff b f implies h A for all comp(D)-'1 It
interpretations 1
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Occurrences and Substitutions

Substitutionplaysaveryimportantroleinmost

rl '.lal systems , and Lucid is no exception ' In order to

define the result of substitutions, and the conditions under

which they may be sensilily performed' it is necessary in

additj-on to define the concepts of free and boultd occurrences

of variables.

The free occul:rences of a variable V in a term T

are as defined in t 3 ]. The free occurrences of V in a

clause c are either free occu"l:rences in the subject, orr if

list of c , free occurrences. in assertions

A bounci occurrence of V is an occul:rence

and the free variables of a term or clause

which have at- least one free occurrence'

V is in the global

in the bodY of c

which is not fxee,

are those variables

we can now define the result A[V/T] of substitut-

ing a Sequence of terms T for an equal length sequence of

,u,ariables V, of corresiponding typesrin a term or clause A

we will assume V = u0, VI , ..., Vn and ti = T0' Tl' "" Tn'

The terms "local", "global" etc. are as defined earlier'

If A is a term the result is as def inecl in t 3].
' If A is a clause , Ali/T] is the clause formed by

replacing the subject E of A by E[V/T] and in addition,

if yr is the sequence of those variables in V occurring
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in the global list of A , by deleting yr from the global

IistofA,byadciingaltthefreevariablesofl'totlre

global list of A , and by replacing every assertion B in

the body of A bY B[V' /i'f

Thesubstitutionjustdescribedwillgiveunexpected

resultsifSomeofthefreevariablesofTarealsolocals

ofAroriftermsinvolvingnonpointwisefunctiorisare

substitutec]intothebodiesofcomputeormappingclauses.

We must define what it means for variable

term T in assertion 4

If A is a term "freeness for" is as described in

L 3).
If A is a clause then V must be free for T in

the subjcct of A , and in addition ' if V is a global of

A , none of the free variables of T can be locals or formal

parameters of A and V must be free for T in every

assertion in the body of A ' 
'Furthermore 

' Lf A is 
?

compute or mapping clause, and V is a global of A ' then

T must be a pointwise term, i'e' must be built up from

pointwiseoperationsandmappingsandnotcontainanyfunction

variablcs or Lucid oPerations '

For V a sequence of variables ' 4 an equal- length

sequence of terms of the same types and E a 9-e-t- of assertions '

we say that V is free for T in I provided earch vi is

free for the corresconding Ti in every assertion in E

V to be free -ior
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To il lusi*rate these ideas ' coll:l j-de r the example

mapping clause givcn earlier. The free variables of the

ClauSe are "transo' and "di-Ct". The VariabIe "diCt" iS free

t,)-1' cons(I, cdr:(J) ) , but not for "car(D) " or ""..,rt=(QrL)"

or "cr)ns(npX! I, t:cli:(J) )'' , in Lhc clause. The result of

substit-uti-nq "ccns(I, cdr(,1) )' fc'r "clicL-" j-s the fo1lowing:

[aPprqg trarrs (L) usirlg trans ' 
i- r,1

resuit = if nr:11 (1,) then ltll-L r:l se

if -.1 atom(L) _L-IIS-1,

cons ( t-rans (c'rr- {L) i,trans (cdr (L) ) )

r:l.se L I

t)

E

entry

L'

end

cons (T , cclr

car (D)

E eg4 car (I1) ei{

if nu11 (entry)

) i,b.,' cc r (i-l,i

'{-i r l:r'1

nuIl (E)

i, clse cdr (entry)

Sj-mple Brograms

A Lucid prosram is an assertion about the data

variable tt6glput" rvhich can be understood operationally a:

describing an algorithni which, given valucs for thc progl--amts

clesi.gnated input vari.rbles, all.c-,rvs one to compute a value for

"output" which makes titc program a t-.rue assertion. To avoicl

indeternin.'rncy, we consider on-1;; pl:ograms that are strictly

def initional " i. e. Llrose which ai c built up f r:om cief init j ons
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ofvariabres.rnthiscase,thealgorithmdescribedbythe

program is determinate ' and leads to a single value of the

variable ,,output,, which constitutes the least defined solution.

A definitron program is !]mPlt if every definition

initisdirect,i.e.anequationwhoselefthandsj-deisa

data variable, or a clause whose subject is a variable '

To define simple programs more precisely' we need a

few subsidiarY definitions'

The subject of an equation is its left hand sioe;

its glgbelg .re all the variables occurring freely on the

right hand side.

A E.@ is a set of simPle statements'

notwohavingtheSamesubject.Thestrbjectsofthesub-
programarethosevariableswhicharesubjectsofStatements

in the program, and the gtobal variables are those' other

thanthesubjectvariables'whichareglobalsofsomestate-

mentintheprogram.oneofthesubjectsmustbethevar|able

"outputtt.

A simPle qlatement- is

(a) an equation whose subject is a data variable and

whose right hand side is a data term

or (b) a clause h'hos? sr-rbject is a variable and whose body

is a simPle sttbProgram P such that

(j ) every global variable of P is a formal para-

meter or a global- of the clause
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t{

;.i

and (ii) llc sul;jr,,-t varial:l-c Of p is a fn;r:nal'r;lIcrllle'L{l}:

or a ci"Le-lbai of t-he -:--l ':ltlsc "

giryi-tl_:_-Pioj]:i:ffi j.s jr. siinl: lr'': st;itcfir"ijtrt wirose 5uo:jcc: 1s Lile

i L-a variabie "outilu|" "

Tire faci.- thai. cr,'."'Y simplc pr;:gram 1'las a f-il:iii;i:.'

leas.t clef inccl so-1.,.-rtion f r.r-i 1 

"t= 
'ii r,.r,in tlte-: i-c;licwing 1i:tilttia; qivcn

any siniplc subpr;;,iram Ir and \ra-l '.. ,:j f <-rr: the c1 IObai vil"- J-abl-L::;,

t.lieyc arc unique leas;t*llc-t j neei \/ali.i: :,: f oY the sub jr:cts; o! p

rvi:'ichmakea1]-thea.SF-l{-.l",i-r.-lnsi:l^il-)t-l.,.;r.l.Ti-tislc:;.n:tlt

prc;ve11 b:, j'nd.rrci,jctri i)n thc st-11 I'r .l. f o1 :r) , using sttiiiil;.:".r:cl

Fi..nnirr{- }-nn}-r'r r^Fvf,,, u OJ-iltir'lS "

Thus we r'::'} !'r t-h;L i "tr.;

in that it- has a uniqu;-' l'

prograns, however, are vc'i ; :

meters get sO inte.rnrj.nglecl lha' ifrr cann;t- Separate oLrt lcvels

Of nestinq of subComput-:.r1: j.r:irs ii-i .i-,', happens either: because sone

.i :,, 1 ,,, r,)i (- |lt:am is "in<tail') i :":r1f i:1 "

i.tii:11 SO.i ::,*.icn. 5r-,inr: oi. t-hc:;t:

,'l'Lave;i t:t -i:iiat Lfrc; tinti':"-!.rara-

compute or maPPing clauses j', 
'

lrnnarrco 'i a.l- pqf anrl I a I rv(. urrur\- XLyzvvJ.^u, A,i.:_

We can quarant'ee that a simp1"'r p1 oqram 'l'9: ir'c:l

be[taved provicled (i) i.n e vc]-'.' '::orlilul er {ir: n'app.lnq c l';'i:1sc

opLput- is clcfinecl by an ec1u..rI lcir v.';-,os;e 'iq|tt ilanrl :ijctc' I:; r:f"

-tl_lrc, forni l+t_gli!-' n ; altC i i] ) i-lti:.]:i: ;lI:c no o,.1i.l- .-).l.rt]l:r'r'il"rr':;

-'iof }egp.gt-' ancl none of l"+,l,.t"e-i at' ;:'l l'"

trrre can ensLlrc that a L11-cJram is wt:Il*i.reira-'rctl wit.hr:ut-

-lLlsinq .],Ogggg-t Lry rCcl'.1irj.rt L.il;:1.. "r-rul-1---ut" 1n anl/ crf)iill)rii-c

.cl

I i:l l-

to unfreeze the rr clul-Ptil, or

;rr:e used indiscr: j"m-LnaLelY.
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or mapping clause be defined by a statement whose subject is

"J4!gg! output" (this will involve checking, ds dcscribed

below, that the right hand side is quiescent, because the

tggg* value of anything must be quiescent). We can also

eliminate LgLgg€ from programs by introducing the special

variable "result" which is defined to be synonymous with

"lgle€! output" t.9 using it instead of "output" in mappi-ng

anC compute clauses. Programs which use only "result" in

compute and rnapping clauses are called orthodox, and therr are

quaranteed to be well-behaved.

General Proglgrne

Sirnpl-c progralns are very restrictive because each

definition directly defines exactly one variable. Thus, they

do not allow indirect or multiple definitions.

An indirect definition of a variable consists of

possibly several definitions of various aspects of the

variable. The simplest example is the definition of a

variable X , sdy, by defining .gL5gg X and ge6! X

se1>arate1y.

A multiple dcfinition is thc use of tuplcs to defj-ne

tvro or morc variables simultaneously, for example,

(A,B) :: if X > Y thcn (CrD) elsc (tr,F)

Both sorts of definition can be' combined, ds in
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€1{.e€ (M, N) = (x, Y)

Lgdt(tvl,N) = if I'1 > N then (M-N,I'l)

else (M,N-M)

- roerdrns with such definitions can be "massaged" into simple

prograns by using the projection operat-ions and the function

f f,v - for nvamplgt-i.A, I

:

.€,+,LS;!X=E' ' 
*

Lg6g x = E1

becomes X = E0 {AX Ef

and (X,Y,Z) - W

becomes X 3 '--'= P0 (wl

y = oJ (,.lr-l_

z 3,..,= P,ttv't '

The problern is that the simple ',rJgram P' which results

from massaging a pl:ogram P is cr-r..r'anteed to have a unigue

minimal solution (s-ince the pr.:-.:i:t.ion operations and III

are conl,inuous) which may not ;,J a solution of P (because

P might have no solutiou at a1l) . The reason is that the

mol:e general sorts of definitions can onfy be valid under:

certain conditions, whereas no condjtions are imposed on the

cxist-cnce of a sol-ution f or simple programs . rn par t.icular ,

f1-g*s-.t X.= lt. implies that E, is quiescent (see tg]1, and,\,v\"&I. I-

{Y x ) - E^ implies that thc value of E. is an.,'I, ...t "n, z _ -2

n-tuple. We cannot simply take the minimal soluti on of P'
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to be the meaning of P regardless of whether or not it is a

solution of P because we wish to prove properties of P

from assertions in P If P has no solution, it is there-

fore inconsisterrt and we would be able to prove anything from

it. For the satne reason, w€ must deduce the conditions for

the existence of a solution for P from P' rather than from
' .r<

P itself. This can be done by a sort of type-checking on

P' , p.rushing our original conditions back through P' ,

generating ne!,./ conditions in the process. For example, if A

must be quiescent, and A = B + c then both B and c must

be quiescent. For details of the general process, see Wadge

and Ashcroft Lz J. Using thj-s technique, we can all-otv

general prograns to have tuples of tuples etc', and even

self-referential tuPIes r ds in

x- (a, x)

crrrnriqinotw- it can nevertheless be shown that the projection
vsryr LeLL'-JLf l

operations in P' can be pushed through other operations

until both projection operations and tuples are completely

removed, unless tire output of the program is itself defined

to bc a tup-le.

* To paraphr.ese a famous logician, it rvould othenvise be
1ik; fraving the defendant at er perjury trial testify on
his or.,'n behalf .
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Rulcs of Tnfcrence

Wherr reasoning about programs we do not

fornial semantics directly but rather use rules of

r.1"r1^.q,; validity follows easil-y from the semantics.

Following the natural deduction style of

arc two basic rul-es for c:rch typc of clause, one

duction and orre f or elimination.

Produce Clauses

use the

inference

l?), there

for: intro-

(PI) Fo:: L a sequence of distinct variables including the

clata variable "output", E an equal length sequence of

terms of the corresponding types,witl-t o0 correspond-

ing to "output", A a set of assertions such that L

is free for E in A , and G a sequence of variables

dis-ioint from L

where

ttiltnl ! r
Pis

produce e^ usrng

A

end

( Pr) If f and A sets of assertions and A an assertion

ancl "output" is free for data term "0 in A and G

is tl-re set of all variables occurrinq free in A and

also in either f or A
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if f ,A[output,/e'l P e

then f,P F A

where P is

procluce e^ usinq d

A

end

Function Cl-auscs

(F])IfXisasequenceofdatavariablesandGisa

disjoint sequence of variables, and f is a set of

asse::tions in which no variable in X occurs f ree ' and

f is a function term

ifrFPthenrfF

where P is
produce f (X) us ing G, x

AA

end

and P is

function f (X) using G

end

(F.E) Let x and c be disjoint sequences of distinct

variables and F be

function f (X) using G

end
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and P be

p::oduce f (X) using G'f

sq
ForEaseguenceoftermsoftheSamelengthandtype

as X such that X is free for E in P

F F Ptx/E)

qeryglg--q-lauses-

=- = ^ --d G as in (PI)'
(CI) For Lt E' oO' rr orr\

^lL/t, 
G/!*gesg Gl F c

where C is

compute eO usinE G

t\

e-nd

(cE) For I , A, A, eo' G as in (PE)

if r, A[outPut/eo ' G/]ggggg Gl F A

then f, c F A

where c is

comPute eO using G

A

end
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[1pEIg_ Jluses
(Mr) and (ue1 are identical to (Fr) and (FE)

respectively, with the word "mapping" replacing the word

"function" and the word "Compute" replacing the word "produce"

Program Trans formati.on

The rules just given are elegant and concise but are

not the nost practical. For one thing they force the verifier

to explicitly introduce and reason about the function J+!g€,!.

For another:, proving even simple properties usually involves

taking the program apart using the elj-mination rules and pttt-

ting it back together with the introduction rules. Fortuna-

tely, there is a collection of derived rules which allotv a

"nested proof" technique as described in t g ]. These lules

are {-ransformation rules, rules (like the (rE) rule) of the

form A F A' where A' is the result of making some "small"

change to A , for example adding a variable to a glob41 l,ist

or moving an assertion out of Some subclause. One consequence

is that a correctness proof of a program P can proceed by

Ij.near r:easoning [ 5 ], i.e. it consists of a sequence

A0, Al, ... ' Aa, of assertions where AO = P I each A, . -l_+ I

is the desiredfollorvs from A. bv usinq sone rules and
I

statenent of correctness.

The first two rules allotv us to carry on normal

reasoninq rvithin clause boundaries. It says that we can add

to dnlr subcfause any assertion that fo]lows logically from
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the assertions in the subclause. Conversely, the second r:ule

says that we can throw av/ay any assertion from any subclause.

There is also a set of "movement ru1es" which allow

us Lo move across clause boundaries assertions whose free

variables are at1 globals of the clause. Any such assertion

can be moved in or out of a produce or function clause, and

any such asseltion which is pointwise* .u.rt be moved in or out

of a compute or mapping "a.rr**.t*ot" 
in the case of

a produce clause, assertiOns which refer tO "output" can be

moved or-rt of tfue clause provided "output" is'replaced by the

subject of the clause, and conversely, assertions vrhich

refer to the subject can be moved in provided the subject is

replaceC by "ot-ttput". Simiiarly, t-[re same is true of compute

cJauses, if we consider "result" rather than "output"-

These are the most impo;:tant rules because they

allow both small and large chanq.-- to an assertion in a single

step the assertions being movcd. can themselves be clauses.

In order to "prepare the stage" for the application of these

rules rve also need rules for adding global variabl-es to a

clause and for renaming its local variables. These rules can

be easily derived from the rules of inference.

While these rules are natur:al and easy to use, w€

know of no small well-structured symmetric subset of them

An assertion is pointwise
compute or: mapping clause
term or a function clause

if it is a pointwise term or a
whose subject is a pointwise
with no global variabl-es.
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which are i.n some sense complete.

I'Co.putat.ional Rehavior" of Functions and Mappinqs

The formal definitions of clauses and the manipula-

tion rules above are sufficient to ansv/er suestions of an

operational nature about funcLions and mappinqs.

We will first illustrate how the rules can be used

to perform symbolic execution of a function call. Consider

nrrrrlrrco M

function tain (X)

first output = first X
@ : /l.\\\.@

Oe-tr€ output = if output < [gdg X then output

else gg5g X

end

z - 3f!,x, 1{R.y,2
)output = Min(Z-)

end

We first use the (FE) ru1e, with the formal para-
)met-er X being replaced by Z' , yielding

nrnrllrr,-a I\l

)producq Min(Z-) gn]"g. z

J:fSl. output = 22

[gdg output = if output < O96g z2

then ouLput e Ise Optig z2

qu
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z = 3€.hX, 1f,RX2
)

outPul- = Min (2" )

end

Then we use our movement rule to move the definition

of Z insj-cle the procluce clause yielding

pr:oduce Ivl

produce uin(22) using Z

€iAeg outPut = €lle€ 22

13gdt, outPut = if outPut < Rgtg 22

then output else trg€g 22

z-3{Ixr{Irv,2
end

)
output = l'Iirr (Z- )

end

Then inside the produce we substitute "3 gQJ I €Pg 2"

foreveryoccurrenceof||2t,1-.erformsomesimplecalqulat'ions

and, after cliscarding unnecessary statementsrwe have

pro{uce I'1

)
Irl-gdrLglt trlin ( z'- ) using Z

outPul- = g {AY. r .tF;f, I

e ucl

)
output = Min(Z-)

end
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The assertion ''output = 9 f.by 1,€kX, I'' can be moved

out- of the inner produce, yieldinE "Min(22) = 9 €.QX f !QX, l"'

Then substitution of equals for equals yields

"output = 9 f,QX,1 €bJ. 1" in the body of the outer produce and

this can be brought out,giving "M = 9 €EY f .€PX, I"'

Any mechanism to implement functions and mappings

must produce effects that are consistent with atI properties

that can be proved using the manipulation rules' In particular,

one such parameter-passing mechanism is the cal-l by name ruI€

as considered in Vuillenin t 6 ]. T6 see that call- by value

cloes not work, cons-ider

pr:oduce_ V

mapping f (X,Y) using f

result = if X eq 0 then 0 else f (X-I,f (X,Y) )

end

output = f(lr0)

gnd

we can duplical-e the mapping clause, and then replace one of

the copies by the corresponding compute clause (setting up the

actualr/formal parameter correspondence) giving

produce V

mappinq_ f (X,Y) using f

result = if X eq 0 then 0 else f (X-1, f (X,Y) )

end
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and when we move this out and discard the compute clause we get

produce_ V

f (0,f (I,0)) = 0

f(1,0) = f (0'f(1,0))

output = f(1,0)

end

From this we clearlY get

output = 0

which we can move out giving

v-0

In a call by value implernentation of this function,.

the program would diverge, which is inconsistent with the fact

that "V = 0".

A more efficient mechanism than call by name is the

"delay rule" or "ca11 by need" of Vuillemin [g], and Lucid

may be the first programming language that can actually use

.i!

It is also worth noting that implementing non-

recursive functions and mappings is no more dj fficult than

implementing procluce and compute clauses, since the latter

Can be used as'macro expansions'Of "Calls" of functions and

mappinqs.

Fina1ly, the transformation rules can be used to

settle tfie question of clynamic versus static binding of qlobal
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1"/ar j afiles of functions anC mappings. Ccns j,icr

conpute U

rn"lppjng f (x) gsljlg. Y

result=X+Y

*q
\/ 1-t-t

gffnp',rt_g result uging i'

Y=2

result = f' (3)

!rnq

cn cl

T'hC cttcrstiOrr iS Wl-tCt--hr-r -. h .'a-1 1.1,..' ;_.: ii iS 5 Crr 4 , v;lri ch

dcpi:nr1:-l on whet,hc:.'tirc ir:i,r.r i;t .11i.,r].rl,rfinitron cf y ii;
uscd in the ev.rluation of . {-1, in a languacle }i}le Lrsp

which has dynamic bincl jnci, tl-re i .-r value would be userl , in

Algol the outer. It is easy tr, :ile, 1hat the manipulatiorr

r-ltlcs imply that Lucid uses r,:.i, ::iic binding. We cannor,. move

thc mapping inside the inner coinpute elause until we irave

ren..rme<l the inner local- var:iable y . 'lhe vari-abre y i. : J

birttr bc aclded to the globaI iji;t o1. the jr,nt-,r r conroute , anc

Llir-: tLiill)i) j-ng citn i;e lnovc:<1 r1 i r,'i n,1

g1-lliL_Llle v

Y=I

gg1ptiLg :^csr.r,l-t usinq Y
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mapping f(X) using Y

result=X+Y
end

7 =2

result = f(3)

end

end

The definition of Y can be brought down into the mapping,

and it is then straightfon,rard to finally obtain,,V = 4',.
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